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Introduction
Among Patristic authors, Gregory of Nyssa is one of the few
who have benefited from a wide-scale process of critical edition. Today, all but one or two authentic texts of Gregory are
published in the Gregorii Nysseni opera series. However,
these editions have not been generally coordinated and some
times offer contradictory conclusions about manuscripts;1
moreover, they generally do not take into account the nature,
content and history of manuscripts and proceed mainly from
philological investigation. Fortunately for our research, the
main exceptions concern the editions of hagiographical orations. Therefore, my task will be easier, thanks to the previous
work of some scholars, in particular Andreas Spira, Friedhelm Mann and Otto Lendle. I hope, however, to show that
there is still much room left for investigation of this topic.2
I will first present a general overview of the transmission
of hagiographical orations by Gregory of Nyssa, and
then briefly investigate three test cases, In Meletium, De
s. Theodoro and In s. Stephanum protomartyrem, to see what
we can learn about hagiographical-homiletic collections
thanks to the history of these texts by Gregory and how these
collections conversely shed some light on the transmission of
Gregory’s texts, in particular on the question of the coherence
of his corpus. In this paper, I will base my presentation on
the distinction between manuscripts containing exclusively
or mainly Gregory of Nyssa’s texts (i.e. one author’s corpus/
manuscripts) on the one hand and hagiographical-homiletic
collections on the other hand – with, of course, subdivisions
and sub-classifications within each category.

1. Collections of hagiographical-homiletic texts by Gregory of Nyssa and
Gregory’s texts in hagiographical-homiletic collections
1.1. An old, lost panegyrikon made of texts by Gregory of
Nyssa?
There are indeed many of Gregory’s texts in hagiographicalhomiletic collections.3 But, unlike what happened with other authors, there is no preserved liturgical collection made
exclusively from Gregory of Nyssa’s homilies.4 However,
Albert Ehrhard has proposed to recognise a trace of such
a collection (Gregory of Nyssa’s Panegyrikon, hereafter
the ‘Milan group’, according to the current localisation of
its main manuscript) in a group of Gregorian manuscripts
that contain a given series of hagiographical texts.5 All these
manuscripts contain only texts by Gregory of Nyssa (corpus)
and are not at all hagiographical-homiletic collections. According to Ehrhard, the sequence of texts given in Table 1
below should be read according to the liturgical year, even if
none of the manuscripts bears any indication of a liturgical
date. Moreover, there is not even any asking for benediction
(κύριε, εὐλόγησον) at the beginning of the texts in the ‘Milan
group’, as is usual in manuscripts meant for liturgical use.

3

See, however, Hörner 1971, published long before the completion of the
whole series.

Vita s. Macrinae (CPG 3166; BHG 1012); In diem luminum (CPG 3173;
BHG 1934); In sanctum pascha (CPG 3174); De tridui… spatio
(CPG 3175); In sanctum et salutare pascha (CPG 3176); In ascensionem
Christi (CPG 3178); Oratio funebris in Meletium episcopum (CPG 3180;
BHG 1243); Oratio funebris in Flacillam imperatricem (CPG 3182;
BHG 1548); De s. Theodoro (CPG 3183; BHG 1760); De uita Gregorii
Thaumaturgi (CPG 3184; BHG 715); In Basilium fratrem (CPG 3185;
BHG 244); Encomium in s. Stephanum protomartyrem I (CPG 3186;
BHG 1654); Encomium in s. Stephanum protomartyrem II (CPG 3187;
BHG 1655); Encomium in XL martyres Ia-b (CPG 3188; BHG 1206‒1207);
Encomium in XL martyres II (CPG 3189; BHG 1208); De Spiritu sancto siue
in Pentecosten (CPG 3191); De deitate Filii et Spiritus sancti (CPG 3192;
BHG 2354); Oratio in diem natalem Christi (CPG 3194; BHG 1915). I
leave aside all pseudepigraphical texts.

2

4

See Ehrhard 1938, II, 208‒242.

5

Ehrhard 1938, II, 214‒215.

1

For an example of another and complementary way of investigating the
circulation and usage of hagiographical-homiletic texts, see Cunningham
2011.
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Table 1: Sequence of Gregory’s texts.
De deitate Filii et Spiritus sancti et in Abraham

(CPG 3192 ; BHG 2354)

Sunday τῶν προπατόρων

Oratio in diem natalem Christi

(CPG 3194 ; BHG 1915)

25 December

Encomium in s. Stephanum protomartyrem I

(CPG 3186 ; BHG 1654)

27 December

In Basilium fratrem

(CPG 3185 ; BHG 0244)

1 January

In diem luminum

(CPG 3173 ; BHG 1934)

6 January

In illud: Quatenus uni (De pauperibus amandis II)

(CPG 3170)

Sunday τῆς ἀποκρέω

Unattested elsewhere for this
liturgical date

De mortuis non esse dolendum

(CPG 3168 ; BHG 2103mg)

Saturday τῆς τυροφάγου

Unattested elsewhere for this
liturgical date

De s. Theodoro

(CPG 3183 ; BHG 1760)

1st Saturday of Lent (or 17 February)

Oratio funebris in Meletium episcopum

(CPG 3180 ; BHG 1243)

12 February

Encomium in XL Martyres Ia-b

(CPG 3188 ; BHG 1206-1207)

9 March

De tridui spatio (In Christi resurrectionem I)

(CPG 3175)

Easter Sunday (or around then)

Seuerus Antiochenus, In Christi resurrectionem
(hom. cathedralis 77)

(CPG 7035)

Easter Sunday (or around then)

In sanctum Pascha (In Christi resurrectionem III)

(CPG 3174)

Easter Sunday (or around then)

In ascensionem Christi

(CPG 3178)

Ascension

Ad Eustathium de s. Trinitate

(CPG 3137)

Pentecost

So, Ehrhard has reconstructed liturgical dates on the basis of
other testimonies of Gregory’s orations and of the sequence
of texts, without finding any indication in the manuscripts of
the ‘Milan group’. However, some dates are still without any
clear parallel and based on mere diuinatio.
Here are the manuscripts – all Gregorian corpus – that
follow the sequence discovered by Ehrhard (‘Milan group’):
• Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, C 135 inf. (tenth century),
fols 5‒178;6
• Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek (BSB), Cod.
graec. 370 (eleventh century), fols 1‒174;7
• Codex Grimani, now lost, known through descripti from
the sixteenth century: Munich, BSB, Cod.graec. 107;8

Never attested in liturgical
collections

Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF), gr. 5859
(with few changes in the texts’ order), 586;10 Madrid,
Biblioteca Nacional de España, 4758,11 4864 (with John
Beccus, De processione Spiritus sancti inserted between
In illud: Quatenus uni and De mortuis);12
• Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana (BNM), gr. Z 67
(middle of eleventh century), fols 3‒95v (and its
descripti);13
• Same sequence (but only until In sanctum Pascha) in
Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek (ÖNB), theol.

9

Omont 1886, I, 99.

10

Omont 1886, I, 99‒100.

6

Martini and Bassi 1906, II, 959‒961.

11

De Andrés 1987, 352‒354.

7

Hardt 1810, IV, 92‒101; Antonopoulou 2000, 10‒11.

12

PG 141, 157–276. De Andrés 1987, 485‒488.

8

Molin Pradel 2013, 314‒320.

13

Mioni 1981, 92‒93; Anthonopoulou 2000, 3‒8.
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gr. 42 (second half of twelfth century), not at the beginning of the manuscript (fols 78‒165v).14
Two texts are unattested or extremely rarely preserved in
liturgical collections. In illud: Quatenus uni (De pauperibus
amandis II) and De mortuis non esse dolendum appear in
only one hagiographical-homiletic collection, preserved
in one manuscript, Mt Athos (Hagion Oros), Monē
Ibērōn, gr. 26 (eleventh century), classified by Ehrhard as
‘zweibändiges Homiliar, Typus B’.15 There is no indication
of a liturgical date in this manuscript (see Fig. 1); however,
its liturgical sequence can be reconstructed quite securely,
thanks to parallels. Moreover, according to the editors of
De mortuis and of In illud: Quatenus uni, Ibērōn, gr. 26 is
an indirect parent of the ‘Milan group’.16 However, it does
not contain any of Gregory’s texts other than these two. So,
the reconstruction of a liturgical usage of In Illud: Quatenus
uni and De mortuis on the sole basis of this manuscript
(Ibērōn 26) and of Gregory’s Panegyrikon is possible, but
not ascertained.
The last text of Ehrhard’s sequence is even more problematic, since it is not a homily at all – there is indeed a homily by
Gregory for Pentecost: De Spiritu sancto siue in Pentecosten
(CPG 3191), which is present later in the Ambr. C 135 inf.
(fols 312–314v) and in the Vienna manuscript (theol. gr. 42,
fols 229v‒230v). Moreover, in the ‘Milan group’, Ad Eustathium opens a series of doctrinal texts, followed by Ad
Ablabium quod non sint tres dei, Ad Petrum fratrem de differentia essentiae et hypostaseos, Ad Hierium de infantibus
praemature abreptis, Ad Simplicium de fide etc. It seems that
we have here a new coherent series that is based on a different principle, since all these texts are short treatises addressed
to someone from Gregory’s circles. Since it is not only the
‘liturgical-homiletic’ part of the manuscript that is arranged
thematically, but also another part containing texts of a different genre, it is likely that the rationale behind the two arrangements is literary and thematic rather than liturgical, and that
the same learned Byzantine man cared for the ordering of both
groups of texts. The liturgical sequence is therefore unlikely to

14

Hunger and Kresten 1976, 80‒82.

15

Ehrhard 1938, II, 277‒278; Sōtēroudēs 1998, 39‒43.

be ‘original’. It remains, however, that this learned Byzantine
man seems to have been influenced by the liturgical year to
organise the sequence of homilies, as well as by existing usage of some of Gregory’s homilies in liturgical context, and
perhaps by previously existing liturgical-homiletic collections
of a single author. Moreover, we never find in any liturgical
manuscript such a complete sequence or any significant group
of Gregory’s texts, but only the usage of a small number of his
texts – generally one or two.
1.2. Gregory’s hagiographic texts in hagiographic collections
Among Gregory’s homiletic texts, almost every one that can
fit into a hagiographic collection has been used in one of
them, but to an extent that is extremely variable and in very
different configurations. In this paper, I will leave aside the
homilies for the movable feasts and the other feasts of Jesus
Christ and focus only on hagiographic homilies. The most
disseminated text of all is quite certainly De uita Gregorii
Thaumaturgi (more than 150 manuscripts). This fact is due
to the insertion of the Vita in the metaphrastic menologion
on 17 November. The other seven hagiographic texts by
Gregory (On the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste [mainly two
homilies]; On Basil; On Stephen the Protomartyr [again two
texts, of which the second is of disputed authorship and rarely
attested];17 On Theodore the Recruit; On Meletius, Bishop of
Antioch; Life of Macrina)18 have been inserted secondarily
in various hagiographic-homiletic collections, and not on a
regular basis.
I will not consider here some other funerary orations by
Gregory of Nyssa, in particular on two women from the
imperial family, Pulcheria and Flacilla, since the two women
did not receive a proper cult. Therefore, these orations have not
been inserted in the hagiographic collections and are known
today only thanks to manuscripts transmitting Gregory’s
works; more than 30 manuscripts contain On Pulcheria,
less than 30 On Flacilla. However, there is a rubric for
Flacilla in the Synaxarium ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae,
on 14 September.19 And there is indeed one hagiographicalhomiletic collection (Oxford, Bodleian Library [BL],
Holkham gr. 25)20 where the text is present; a large part of
17

Masi 2015.

18

This last text is clearly a vita, not a homily.

19

Delehaye 1902, col. 46.

20

Ehrhard 1952, III, 868‒870.

16

Heil 1967, 14‒16 and stemma 21: a family other than the ‘Milan group’,
but in the same branch of the stemma. Van Heck, in Heil et al. 1967, 86‒87
and stemma 88: one of the manuscripts of classis B, together with other
manuscripts from the ‘Milan group’.
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that manuscript, including our text, was copied by Maximos
Margounios at the very end of the sixteenth or at the beginning
of the seventeenth century. He copied On Flacilla from one
corpus of Gregory of Nyssa’s texts, either Turin, Biblioteca
Nazionale Universitaria, C.I.11 (second half of the twelfth
century), or Athens, Ethnikē Bibliothēkē tēs Hellados
(EBE), Metochion 773 (sixteenth century).21 The Holkham
manuscript seems to be an attempt to gather hagiographic
texts for the whole year, and in particular for saints who had
no established liturgical text. So Gregory’s text seems to be
a decent choice for this female saint, even if there was no
proper tradition of celebrating her through a homily or vita
in liturgical context. The manuscript in question is a modern
hagiographical and liturgical reconstruction, not a testimony
of Byzantine liturgical usage. As the editor, Andreas Spira
(† 2004), put it, Flacilla had the bad luck to be celebrated on
the day of the Feast of the Cross.22 However, Pulcheria, who
had not been commemorated in the Synaxaria, was left aside
by Margounios.
Now I will have a look at the manuscript tradition of three
homilies, with different types of traditions and different
insertions into hagiographical-homiletic collections. I aim at
seeing which type of information these books offer on the
transmission of the homilies, and conversely, which type of
information the manuscript tradition of these homilies offers
on the hagiographical-homiletic collections and on their
manuscripts.

2. Oratio funebris in s. Meletium: 12 February
The first text belongs to the genre of the orationes funebres
and was delivered by Gregory during the Council of Constantinople in 381, for Meletius, Bishop of Antioch and first
Chair of the Council (Melet.). Andreas Spira edited this text,
and he did consider the types of manuscripts in his classification.23 Fewer than 50 manuscripts contain the homily. The
editor distinguished four groups: two main families, α and β;
a supplementary family consisting of two manuscripts com-

21

Spira, in Heil et al. 1967, 432‒433, and personal investigations; both
manuscripts have been used (Turin) or copied (Athens) by Maximos
Margounios.

22

Spira, in Heil et al. 1967, 432.

23

Spira in Heil et al. 1967, 345‒416 and 439‒457. See also Pinakes: <http://
pinakes.irht.cnrs.fr/notices/oeuvre/11203/>.
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ing from southern Italy;24 and three manuscripts that transmit the text under the name of Basil of Caesarea.25 He also
isolated another group of manuscripts, viz. menologia.26 The
menologia sub-group clearly belongs to the β family, according to Spira. This family consists mainly of manuscripts we
have already discussed earlier (the ‘Milan group’): Ambr.
C 135 inf, Marc. gr. Z 67, Monac. gr. 370 and the descendants of the Codex Grimani, plus some others.27 Therefore, in
the case of Melet., it seems that there is a link between the
learned tradition represented by the ‘Milan group’, probably
coming from Constantinople, and the hagiographic collections, in particular the menologia.
How are the different menologia of this sub-group
interrelated? The clearest group is constituted by three
manuscripts of the Imperial Menologion (a menologion
made of abbreviated or rewritten texts, produced on behalf
of Emperor Michel IV, 1034‒1041), ‘Typus B’ (Ehrhard)
or ‘Baltimore’ (D’Aiuto).28 In these manuscripts, Melet.
has been thoroughly revised and slightly augmented. So
these manuscripts not only share a common ancestor or
filiation, they also attest to a new version of the text. Another
manuscript is closely linked to this Imperial Menologion
group. This is Basel, Universitätsbibliothek, F.V.29, which,
according to Ehrhard, is an ‘altes Jahrespanegyrikum, Typus
A’ dating from the twelfth century;29 it offers the same textual
form as the Imperial Menologion, but without the revisions
and rewriting that characterises it. Therefore, it shares a
common ancestor with the Imperial Menologion, but prior
to its rewriting. This proximity may be of interest for the
history both of the Imperial Menologion and of the collection
contained in the Basel manuscript.

24

Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana (BAV), Vat. gr. 448:
Devreesse 1937, 197‒199. Florence, Bibl. Medicea Laurenziana, plut. 5.10:
Bandini 1764, I, 23‒30.

25
Vienna, ÖNB, theol. gr. 37: Hunger and Kresten 1976, 67‒70. Florence,
Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, plut. 4.9: Bandini 1764, I, 528‒530.
Berlin, SBB, Phillipps 1467: Studemund and Cohn 1890, 20‒21.
26

Spira, in Heil et al., 1967, 375‒382.

27

See supra. p. 16.

28

D’Aiuto 2012; D’Aiuto 2018. Hagion Oros, Monē Koutloumousiou,
23: Ehrhard 1943, III, 407‒409; Lambros 1895, I, 276 (no. 3092). Bibl.
tou Prôtatou, 47: Ehrhard 1943, III, 409‒411; Lambros 1894, I, 7 (no. 47).
Athens, EBE, 982: Ehrhard 1943, III, 409; Halkin 1983, 71.

29

Ehrhard 1938, II, 45‒49.
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Fig. 1: Mt Athos, Monē Ibērōn, gr. 26, fol. 72r (beginning of De mortuis).
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Outside of this small group, there are only three other manuscripts in the menologia group of Spira: first, a rather
well-known ancient menologion, Jerusalem, Patriarchikē
bibliothēkē, Panaghiou Taphou 1 (tenth century), which comes from the St Gerasimos Lavra in Palestine.30 Then, two
manuscripts stemming from the Dionysiou Monastery on
Mt Athos.31 According to Andreas Spira, the Moscow manuscript that comes from Dionysiou is not the ‘father’ of Dionysiou 145, but its ‘brother’32: this conclusion seems strange,
though, since it implies that the model of both manuscripts
should have been present in Dionysiou until the seventeenth
century and disappeared only then; the relations between the
two manuscripts should perhaps be reconsidered.
Therefore, we have, according to the editor, at least
three different sub-groups of hagiographical-homiletic
collections containing Melet. in Spira’s menologia group, all
coming from the same lost source, but with rather distinct
origins. First, Taphou 1, which seems to be of Palestinian
origin. Jacques Noret, in his edition of the Vita of St Maruta
of Mayferqat, has shown that this is the only surviving
testimony of this Vita (BHG 2265) and that it was used as
a source for the redaction of the corresponding Vita in the
Imperial Menologion, redaction A (BHG 2266).33 The textual
history of Melet. may suggest a similar relation between
Taphou 1 and the Imperial Menologion, even if Spira has
not gone so far as to suggest this on a textual basis. At
least, Taphou 1 comes from the same source as the Imperial
Menologion. The Moscow manuscript (coming from
Dionysiou) – the main part of the manuscript, in which the
text by Gregory of Nyssa is included – is dated between the
end of the tenth century (Santo Lucà)34 and the beginning of
the eleventh century (Elina Dobrynina)35. It is assigned either

30

Ehrhard 1937, I, 567‒570; Papadopoulos-Kerameus 1891, I, 1‒8.

31

Moscow, State Historical Museum (GIM), Sinod. gr. 124 (Homilies,
mainly Chrysostom, tenth‒eleventh and eleventh century): Melet. is in
the tenth century section: Fonkič and Poljakov 1993, 64; Vladimir 1894,
I, 171‒175. Mt Athos, Monē Dionysiou, 145 (‘erweiterter Metaphrast’,
February to August, seventeenth century): Ehrhard 1943, III, 46‒48;
Lambros 1895, I, 344 (no. 3679).
32

Spira, in: Heil et al. 1967, 376‒378.
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to the Syro-Palestinian area (Lucà) or to Constantinople
(Aksinia Džurova),36 considering its script and decoration
(stile blu). It may stem from the same place of origin as
Taphou 1 or may be simply linked to the branch attested in
Constantinople in the eleventh century.
These links, which are known thanks to the history of the
manuscripts and the textual history, shed some light on the
history both of Melet. and of some hagiographical-homiletic
collections. The menologia tradition of Andreas Spira seems
to come from Syria or Palestine or at least to be linked with
this area in early times. It was disseminated through various
types of books, since Gregory of Nyssa’s Melet. was not
the core text for the feast of St Meletius of Antioch in the
Byzantine tradition. In fact, it seems to have never been part
of the core of any given family of hagiographical-homiletic
collections. The relationships between all these books should
now be investigated more thoroughly, in order to confirm
this first hypothesis.
Last, we shall add two more hagiographical-homiletic
manuscripts to this group that Andreas Spira included in his
β family, and not in the menologia group.37 The first one is
a well-known manuscript now kept in Venice, BNM stemming from the monastery of the Prodromos of Petra in Constantinople.38 It represents one of the four volumes of the
panegyrikon from this monastery; Melet. was introduced in
this collection again from the β family, but independently
from the menologia group. Some links exist between Marc.
gr. VII. 25 and a manuscript from Mt Athos dating from 1227
that contains Ephrem’s works and a small collection of hagiographical texts.39 This decorated manuscript still awaits a
detailed study.
In conclusion, a group of closely related hagiographic
manuscripts was clearly established in Spira’s edition:
they all belong to family β and mainly form a subgroup
(menologia) within this family. This group may stem from
the corpus of Gregory’s texts, forming an autonomous
subgroup of it, or the origin of the β family for Melet. may
come from hagiographical-homiletic collections. In the

36

Džurova 2011, 113.

37

Spira, in Heil et al. 1967, 370‒374.

33

Noret 1973, 77‒79. For the singularity of Taphou 1, see also Lampadaridi
2016, 38 and 44‒45.

34
35

Lucà 2011, 155‒156.
Dobrynina 2008, 486‒488.
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38

Venice, BNM, Marc. gr. VII.25, twelfth century: Ehrhard 1943, III,
501‒504; Mioni 1960, 40‒44.

39

Hagion Oros, Monē Pantokratoros, 86: Ehrhard 1952, III, 1002; Lambros
1895, I, 86 (no. 1120); Pelekanidou et al. 1979, 152, 280‒281.
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present state, it is impossible to say whether the hagiographic
tradition dates back long into the history of this text and gave
birth, later, to one of the families of manuscripts within the
Gregorian tradition, or if it derived from the main Gregorian
tradition at a later stage.40 The history of the manuscripts and
their relation suggest a possible Syro-Palestinian origin,41
but their textual state also spread from Constantinople via
its inclusion in the Imperial Menologion, probably later in
the first half of the eleventh century. Another smaller group
of hagiographic manuscripts, clearly inserted in the same β
branch, contains only two manuscripts and may be linked to
the Prodromos of Petra.

3. The Encomium of the megalomartyr Theodore Tyro
John P. Cavarnos published in 1990 the first critical edition
of the widespread Encomium of the megalomartyr Theodore
Tyro, transmitted by around 100 manuscripts (Theod.).42
Unlike what happened with Melet., there is no clear split
for this text between the transmission within Gregory’s
corpus and the transmission in the hagiographical-homiletic
collections, nor an unequivocal link between hagiographicalhomiletic collections and one branch of the Gregorian
tradition. The editor again distinguished two families, which,
however, are exactly the opposite of the Melet. scheme: the
α family is formed mainly of the ‘Milan group’,43 while the β
family gathers almost all the other manuscripts (see Fig. 2).
The vast majority of hagiographical-homiletic manuscripts
are found in the β family, so not in the family to which these
collections belonged in the case of Melet.
The feast of St Theodore Tyro is celebrated on 17
February. However, Gregory’s oration is generally not read
at this date, with but a few exceptions. The homily is used
on the first Saturday of Lent because of the later tradition
regarding the Miracle of the Kolyva (‛boiled wheat’) linked

to Theodore,44 even if there is no mention of this miracle
in Gregory’s panegyric of Theodore. So the suggestion by
Louis Petit, even though condescending in its formulation,
is probably right: the feast was transferred from 17 February
to the first Saturday of Lent because of the Kolyva Miracle
and the concurrence of the beginning of Lent with the usual
liturgical date.
Let’s now start with the α family (corresponding to the
β family of Melet., i.e. the ‘Milan group’), which contains
mainly two groups of manuscripts and fewer than 20 codices.45 Among these two groups, John P. Cavarnos identified
three hagiographical-homiletic manuscripts (see Fig. 2):
first, a metaphrastic menologion for the second half of January46 that was completed by readings for the beginning of
Lent, among them Theod.; this manuscript is a direct parent of Monac. gr. 370 and of the Codex Grimani. Then, a
‘nachmetaphrastische, gemischte Sammlung’,47 where the
text is subsumed under the 17 February; it is closely related
to Ambr. C 135 inf. and Marc. gr. Z 67. Finally, a strange
pre-metaphrastic annual collection without order, which also
contains Theod. for 17 February, in a textual form close to
the α family.48 In this family, Theod. is used for both 17 February and the first Saturday of Lent, and it appears in three
different types of hagiographical-homiletic collections.
In the β family (see Fig. 2), for which the editor distinguished six groups (c‒h) with more than 60 manuscripts,
there is no clear distinction between manuscripts of the Gregorian corpus proper and hagiographical-homiletic collections. The grouping of the witnesses based on textual criticism does not correspond to the classification according to
the types of hagiographical-homiletic manuscripts (menologia, panegyrika and homiliaries). There are, however, some
exceptions: group h49 derives from a Moscow manuscript
stemming from the Great Lavra on Mt Athos, an ‘alte Jah-

44

Petit 1899, 324; Delehaye 1909, 16. Haldon 2016, 31‒32; Efthymiadis
2011.

40
In the case of the Vita Macrinae, the editors have indicated that even in the
Gregorian corpus, the text seems to come from a hagiographical-liturgical
context: Maraval 1971, 118‒119, with references to previous bibliography.
41

Unfortunately, the Syriac translation does not fit clearly in any of the two
Greek families (see Spira, in Heil et al. 1967, 396‒404), and so cannot help
establishing the geographic origin of one or the other family.

42

Cavarnos, in Heil et al. 1990, cxxxv‒clxxii, 59‒71. See also Pinakes
<http://pinakes.irht.cnrs.fr/notices/oeuvre/3819/>.

43

Monac. gr. 370, Codex Grimani’s sons, Ambr. C 135 inf. and Marc.
gr. Z 67; see supra.
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Cavarnos, in Heil et al. 1990, cxxxix‒cxl.

46

Vatican City, BAV, Pal. gr. 308, eleventh-twelfth century, ‘N’: Ehrhard
1938, II, 553‒554; Stevenson 1885, 172‒174.

47

Athens, EBE, 2560, eleventh century: Ehrhard 1952, III, 798; Halkin
1983, 145.

48

Mt Athos, Monē Batopediou, 456, eleventh century, ‘Vt’: Ehrhard 1952,
III, 728‒729; Eustratiades and Arcadios Vatopedinos 1924, 91‒92.

49

Cavarnos, in Heil et al. 1990, clxii‒clxiii.
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Fig. 2: Stemma of the manuscript tradition of Theod. (Cavarnos, in Heil et al. 1990, clxviiibis).
ressammlung, Typus A’.50 All the other manuscripts of this
group are homiliaries or panegyrika, all coming from Mt
Athos, too, and all probably direct or indirect copies of the
Lavra manuscript, at least for Theod.
Group c is another interesting one.51 It includes two
branches, one consisting of homiliaries, panegyrika52 and

two ‘gemischte Sammlungen’53. The other branch contains
metaphrastic menologia, two from Mt Sinai54 and two derived from them, now in Paris, both of the twelfth century.55
Almost all the metaphrastic menologia that have preserved
our text belong to the c group, and in particular to this last
branch.

50

53

Moscow, GIM, Sinod. gr. 26, eleventh century, ‘Σ’: Ehrhard 1937, I,
194‒195; Vladimir 1894, 577‒578; Fonkič and Poljakov 1993, 126.

51

Cavarnos, in Heil et al. 1990, cxliii‒cxlviii.

52

Paris, BnF, gr. 767, twelfth century, from the Prodromos of Petra: Omont
1886, I, 133‒134. Oxford, BL, Roe 28, thirteenth‒fourteenth century, ‘R’:
Hutter 1977, 31‒33 (no. 20); Hutter 1982, 325‒326. Vatican City, BAV, Pal.
gr. 245, twelfth‒thirteenth century: Ehrhard 1938, II, 41‒43; Stevenson
1885, 133‒135.
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Paris, BnF, gr. 816, fourteenth century: Ehrhard 1952, III, 825; Omont
1886, I, 151‒152. Mt Athos, Monē Batopediou, 451, seventeenth century:
Ehrhard 1952, III, 887; Eustratiades and Arcadios Vatopedinos 1924, 90.

54

Sinai, Monē Aikaterinēs, gr. 326, eleventh century: Ehrhard 1938, II, 602;
Gardthausen 1886, 65. Gr. 515, twelfth century: Ehrhard 1943, III, 77‒78;
Gardthausen 1886, 126.
55

Paris, BnF, gr. 1500: Ehrhard 1938, II, 598; Omont 1898, II, 68. Gr. 1529:
Ehrhard 1943, II, 598‒599; Omont 1898, II, 80‒81.
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However, we also find our text in at least two ancient
menologia,56 within families that contain both a corpus of
Gregory’s texts and various homiletic collections (families
d and e). Therefore, the general type of manuscripts (here,
menologia) is not a sufficient indication for grouping these
manuscripts; it must be refined, at least by using Ehrhard’s
sub-categories.
Since the homily on St Theodore Tyro has generally not
been included in the metaphrastic menologia,57 and since
it is not regularly included in any type of panegyrikon or
homiliary, its transmission is nonlinear in terms of hagiographical-homiletic collections. There was obviously a

56

Vienna, ÖNB, hist. gr. 3, eleventh century, ‘Vb’: Hunger 1961, 2-4.
Oxford, BL., Barocci 238, tenth century: Coxe 1969, col. 406‒407.

57

For some exceptions, see supra.
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steady circulation between Gregory of Nyssa’s corpus and
hagiographical-homiletic collections or, rather, multiple
derivations and borrowings, mainly from Gregorian corpus
to hagiographic collections.58 Strangely enough, we can also
see that in the majority of manuscripts, there is no strict correlation between the textual families and the type of hagiographical-homiletic collections (with some exceptions).
So we must use textual filiation in order to trace and verify
the history of such hagiographical-homiletic collections: are
they coherent groups of texts, or are they composed, inde-

58

There is one problematic occurrence the other way around, in family b,
from Athens, EBE 2560 to Vienna, ÖNB, theol. gr. 42. But this section of
the manuscript is generally considered to be a direct copy of ms. Milan,
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, C 135 inf., after corrections (M2): see Heil et al.
1967, 150‒151, 159, 174, 362‒363; Heil et al. 1990, cxii‒cxviii; Rhein et
al. 1996, 20‒21, 152‒156, 276‒279. So, J. P. Cavarnos’ conclusions (cxli)
should perhaps be submitted to revision on this point.
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Fig. 3: Stemma of the manuscript tradition of Steph. I, family ζ (Lendle, in Heil et al. 1990, cciii).
pendently, from various sources? I am not sure that we can
extrapolate the indications given by the history of transmission of peripheral texts such as Theod. to the history of collections themselves.59 Theod. may be an errant text, passing
‘off the beaten track’ from one collection to another, but such
a textual history gives us some first, marginal indications on

59

By ‘peripheral text’, I mean texts not included in the core model of such
collections, but added in some manuscripts belonging to this type.
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the history of the collections, and on the reception and reading of Theod.

4. In s. Stephanum protomartyrem I
I would now like to turn briefly to a third text by Gregory
of Nyssa, which is dedicated to Stephen the protomartyr
(Steph. I). This homily, which is contained in more than 160
manuscripts, was not included in the metaphrastic menologion from the beginning, since there 27 December is dedi-
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Fig. 4: Stemma of the manuscript tradition of Steph. I, family γ (Lendle, in Heil et al. 1990, cxc).
cated to the commemoration of Theodore and Theophanes
Graptoi. However, Steph. I has often been added to metaphrastic menologia and is also present, but not as frequently,
in panegyrika and other types of annual or semi-annual collections under 27 December. As in the case of Theod., and
perhaps even more so, the various (6) families reconstructed
by the editor, Otto Lendle, include both Gregorian corpus
and hagiographical-homiletic collections.60 If we zoom in on
smaller zones of the stemma, we can see again a coherence
between types of collection and textual families, for example
in the sub-family ζ7 (see Fig. 3):61 this group is composed
60
61

Lendle, in Heil et al. 1990, clxxiii-ccxvi, 73‒94; Lendle 1968.
Lendle, in Heil et al. 1990, ccii‒ccvii; Lendle 1968, 244‒247.
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mainly of manuscripts transmitting the panegyrikon in four
volumes, which is independent from the Metaphrast,62 and
is closely related to a Lavra manuscript, Γ 117. Elsewhere,
however, we see no coherence. For example, in the γ11 subgroup (see Fig. 4),63 we find two ‘alte Jahrespanegyriken,
Typus A’,64 and two ‘alte Menologien’, one for two months65
62

Ehrhard 1952, III, 509‒513.

63

Lendle, in Heil et al. 1990, clxxxviii‒cxciii; Lendle 1968, 198‒200.

64

Meteora, Monē Metamorphōseōs, 549, tenth century: (Beēs) 1998,
551‒557, 677. Paris, BnF, gr. 1478, eleventh century: Ehrhard 1938, II,
30‒31; Omont 1888, II, 58‒59.

65

Naples, Biblioteca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele III, II C 26,
eleventh century: Mioni 1992, 194‒196.
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and the other for four months.66 These two menologia are
closely related and seem to descend from a common model,
now lost, for Steph. I. Was this a Gregorian corpus or already
a hagiographic collection? It is possible that it was a Gregorian manuscript, since we have in the same family the Codex
Arsenii, a well-known lost manuscript of the Gregorian corpus dated to October 912 and written by one Arsenios, disciple of Metrophanes of Smyrna.67 Was the model of the two
menologia a different, more ancient hagiographical-homiletic collection? This is also possible, since in this sub-group,
and even in the whole γ family, all manuscripts that do not
stem from the Codex Arsenii are hagiographical-homiletic
collections. In this case, the compiler of the Codex Arsenii
would have taken Steph. I from a hagiographical-homiletic
collection. We also find in this γ family one of the most ancient manuscripts containing our text, a ninth-century nonmenologic collection in majuscule, now on Mt Sinai.68
For Steph. I, there is therefore no clear separation between
a hagiographical-homiletic tradition versus a Gregorian
tradition, but again multiple derivations and interrelations.
Even within the given subgroups, it remains difficult to
discover whether the origin of a given tradition is to be
found in a corpus of Gregory’s works or in a liturgical and
hagiographical context.

Conclusion
We have examined three different cases of textual transmission among Gregory of Nyssa’s hagiographic homilies: one
in which the hagiographical-homiletic collections occupy
a specific zone in the stemma, a clearly defined sub-group,
with links of filiation between the manuscripts in question
(Melet.), and a second case (Theod.) in which hagiographical-homiletic collections are located in both families but
form the majority of one of them. In the last case (Steph. I),
hagiographical-homiletic collections are scattered all over
the stemma. Therefore, in these three cases at least, there is a
real porosity leading from manuscripts of Gregory’s corpus
to hagiographical-homiletic collections; the converse rela-
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tion (from hagiographical-homiletic collections to Gregory’s
corpus) is rarer and less easy to ascertain, even if we consider this possibility for the Codex Arsenii in the case of Steph. I
and for the relation between the menologia group and the β
family in the case of Theod.69
We have also seen that the coherence of the filiations
varies according to the integration of the text in the
collections. When a text is marginal, not included in the
core of the given collection but only added in such or such
manuscripts, the nature of the collections is of no major
importance in the filiations. The validity of this hypothesis
should be tested on De uita Gregorii Thaumaturgi, the only
text of Gregory that is regularly included in the metaphrastic
menologion, and on specific subgroups of a given type of
hagiographical-homiletic collections. Conversely, the groups
of hagiographical-homiletic collections and their nature may
be of major interest for constructing a stemma, but also for
interpreting the history of transmission and reception of
a patristic homily. When consideration of the nature and
transmission of hagiographical-homiletic collections is
articulated with the history of manuscripts, it can lead to
important results concerning the history of the circulation
of texts. We have seen that these indications confirm many
of Ehrhard’s hypotheses of links between manuscripts,
at least in a narrow perspective, for small, well-defined
groups of manuscripts. The history of manuscripts and
hagiographical-homiletic collections may also help to solve
some problems of the origins of collections, as suggested
for the Imperial Menologion in connection with SyroPalestinian manuscripts. However, there is still a long way
to go in this field: even though Gregory of Nyssa is already a
well-investigated author, perhaps even the best-investigated
patristic author in terms of the edition of his texts, we are
only at the beginning of the road…

66
Paris, BnF, gr. 1451, eleventh century: Ehrhard 1937, I, 389‒392; Omont
1888, II, 46.
67

It is known thanks to a sixteenth-century copy: Leiden, Bibliotheek
der Rijksuniversiteit, Gronov. 12: Declerck 2002, ccccxx‒ccccxxvi, with
previous bibliography, and Pinakes <http://pinakes.irht.cnrs.fr/notices/
cote/37783/>.
68

Sinai, Monē Aikaterinēs, gr. 493: Ehrhard 1937, I, 146‒148; Gardthausen
1886, 120.
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69

However, Maraval 1971, 118‒119, 121 (Vienna, ÖNB, theol. gr. 42 as sole
exception), has shown that the majority of witnesses of the Vita Macrinae
tradition come from hagiographical-homiletic collections.
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